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P R E PA C E

This description of the teaching of the language
Otets in the schools of Trinidad and Tobago is the first
final version publication to come out of the Institute of
Education research project which is investigating the
problems of learning and teaching English Language in
Trinidad and Tobago.

The design and development of this project have beew
prompted as Aoluch.'W.: the :interest of the researchez,:8 in the
phenomena of language learning and language interference at
:gy their awareness of the dissatisfaction among eduCationists,
teachers , employers and parents with the level of language
coMpetence o f: the products o f the local school system.

The study which has been undertaken is not an
exercise in theoretical linguistics nor is it resee ch for
its own sake. It is an attempt to apply principles of
scientific analysis to a problem which is primarily
linguistic and secondarily educational in order to arrive
at a clear understanding of difficulties, the resolution of
which is imperative to educational development in Trinidad
and Tobago.

as sumed that v

A. The vast majority of ch ldren in
Trinidad and Tobago use as their normal means of
communication languages, dialects or forms of speech which
are systemically different from Internationally acceptable
English.

B._ The :teaching metheds, teaching- material
textbooks and teacher, training, orIentation were--neither:
selected desig,nedf_n-cijadaptedto take into accOurrt the
systeMic -differeneesbetWeeSthe:pupils' :itormal,,,Means' of
communIdatibM' itsndi-nte-rhittion-sillyaCeptabie-E4gXish' and
:are-, therefere, irrelevant or limited in relevahae-.-'

C. Tijeexaminations l'and,,tests-tlfor knowledge
of English complement the methods';:, mateklale te*tbipeki and
teacher orientatiofi ih--thelr irrelevance or limited relevalice.



D. The most effective materials and
methods are those which are based upon a scientific des7
cription of the language-of the learner carefully compared
with a parallel description of the language to _be learned.-

2. PROJECT PROP0HAL AND AIMS

The ultimate purpose of our research is the provision
of unequivocal guidelines for the development of classroom
materials, methods of instruction, teacher training and
testing which are fully applicable to the linguistic context
of Trinidad and Tobago. The design of the present project
includes th refore:

a) study of the spoken and written English
of schoolchildren in Trinidad and Tobago;

(b) assessment of the methods and materials
currently used for English teaching as w 11
as the conditions under which language
teaching is conducted;

(c) evaluation of the currently used tests and
examinations for knowledge of English.

The kind of questions which the study aims to
answ r are the following:

what is the structure of the nor
of communication of the child?

al nieans

How does this differ from internati n
acceptable English? (I.A.E).

What kind of language does the child prodlice
when he feels obliged_to "speak properly"?

4.

- -

How.does this-latter-.differ from

5. _-What,evidenceinthe:mri:Itten languageofIthe-:
-child is- therethe-retention--ofitructures,-
of'llisspoken',Idicimand-,'WhatYohac4Ukisii.Eic

-'.-

hat-,newT:linguistic,problems,areevid
s-written,langliage?la

ncedin

- :.:-H to w.,:far-do ztlieFfemillia-Se pf':-the -texth-Ociks-
cnire-ntly,:inuSaci#49 -1-Wl-ththra-aSeit=__ , -. _ : th_

,ardfound'AtOrbA4kre'-'..s attention
esultqr_of-.-questionw

.., -,_ . . _.
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8. How far do the present teaching methods
relate to the problems revealed by
questions 1-6?

9. What are the implications of the answers
to questions 1-8 for the training of
teachers and for the development of
textbooks?

10. Are the types of tests used by teachers
in the classroom situation really
applicable to the problems which the
children appear to be experiencing?

11. Are the examinations for English
realistic tests of progress in
acquisition of I.A.E.?

12. To what extent do s the present
curriculum effect an ordered progression
of the child's competence in the use
of

This report _gives some ans ers to t e
last five qUestions Presented ab ve.

. .
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A CRITICAL DESCRIPTIQN_OF THE TEACHING
OF ENGLISH IN THE SCHOOLS OF TRINIDAD_AND T0BA-0

The description of the Teaching of English
contained herein is based on observation of teaching
on the days when the project schools were visited for
the purpose of recording, as well as on an analysis
of questionnaires administered to all the teachers

of the Infant Departments and Standards I to V of
these schools. In addition, further longer visits
were made in order to verify certain impressions.
The schools represent a stratified random sample of
the schools of the nation chosen on the basis of one
school in twenty in each of the educational
administrative districts, except in the case Of
Tobago where five schools were selected instead of
the two that the sample called for. The reason for
this departure was that since the linguistic history
to Tobago is so different from that of Trinidad, a
different ratio of sampling was necessary in order
to include as many of the linguistic variations as
possible.

The ProjeotrSchools

The schools selected in the
considerably in size and enrolment.

4 schools with an enrolment
schools with an enrolment6

5 schools with. an ,enrolment
5 schools With-,an enrelment
4 schoels with. an enrolment

.

3 Schools with an enrolment
2 sehools with an enroiMent
1 school with an enrolment

project vary
There are:

of 200-300 pupils
of 300-400 PuPils
of 400-500 Puipils
of 500-600 pupils
of 600°700 pupils
of 700-800 pupils
of 800°900 pupils
of 900-1,000 pupils

In -the-vast majoritY-of cases, the school-
buildings are simple hall type structures_with no attempt
,at providing Separate claSsrooms, for each_olass.,,_
three schen:As visited,were b3iir-wit4-indivicb20.,class7
rooms in'mina and' already-in'one-of%,theSe'it ,hes_b=eCome-
necessary to-aO-comMbdate-twolasSes'inr-eachrOOM'.

_

impress
schools-is one,of,sdiebnes6

----stineeZed in
_ _ -

-,way-thatfivechildre'narefitte-dYTntodesk&de'Sign-ad:,
for-three: _Iitwo-schoo1s it wa'S-alMo:St-_iMPos*ibie-t-8
WalK,from-a-One-apd-of?,ttheThuildingt-o-,,thethesifice the,

ion cre-ated%b
Classes-seem

_

th

.rthe -same
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desks of adjacent classes ac ually touched one another.
In some schools there is little attempt to relieve the
drabness of the walls except in a few cases by the
presence of elaborate anatomical drawings which seem tb
cater more to the artist's fancy than to the needs of
the children; and the inevitable school motto. One of
the schools is housed in the parish church building.
Nevertheless, it is included in the Ministry's records
as a school building. In yet another school, two
classes are permanently housed in the church building
across the road from the school.

There are examples, however, of schools where
Principals and teachers are making efforts., sometimes
quite outstanding, to overcoMe the physical obstacles
to teaching. There are schbols where dividing
partitions of hardboard have been erected to afford
a certain degree of privacy for each class.

The teachers in the infant department show
greater initiative and dedication in the extra work
they put in to prepare materials for their classes
and consequently there is greater evidence here of
aids, illustrations and play materials than in the
rest of the school.

PHYSICAL CONDIT ONSAND THEIR EFpECTH

OVERCROWDING

The school enrolment aph Pig. 2, gives a
clear picture of the degree or overcrowding in the
schools. It needs only to be explained that the
formula of 1 pupil per 8 sq.ft. of floor space is the
one used by the Ministry of Education and we have
accepted this for convenience.

The figures reveal the following:

Degree of Overcrowding SChools

0%
0%-20% '7-

20%-40% 7
40%-60% 8
-60%-80% 1
80%-lO0% 1
over-100qe



6

The effects of overcrowding are far greater
than appear at first glance. When a teacher has to
fit tiiree children into a desk designed for two, the
result is not one, but three cramped and uncomfortable
children. A school in which there is 40% overcrowding
is in fact a school in which all the pupils experience
some measure of physical discomfort, are deprived of
adequate working room and are likely to suffer more
greatly from irritableness and distraction than would
normally be the case under better conditions. The
teacher too, is put out by the fact that the number
in his class is greater. He is faced with a wider
range of ability and attainment, with added disciplinary
problems, and a larger number of inattentive children.

In the cases of minor overcrowding, the only
physical effect is the placing of a few extra desks in'
the classrooms or squeezing an extra child into some
of the dc.sks. But in the more extreme cases, Principals
have had to use greater ingenuity in finding space -
not floor space but roof space. Classes are placed
wherever the eaves offer even partial shelter, In one
school where four classes were permanently seated in
the western corridor of the school, the children are
drenched whenever the rain is accompanied by a
westerly breeze, or, if there is no rain baked in the
sun from 2.00 p.m. to the end of school.-

In another school the overflow had spilled into
the spa e under the school building and then into the
quarters provided for the Principal. In one district
the church doubles as a school on week days and classes
are permanently established in two adjoining sheds.
One approximately 20 x 15 feet houses three classes
Another class is seated in a lean-to shod with a, roof
7 feet high at one end, and 5 feet high at the other.
The floor area of this room is approximately 160 sq.ft.
In another school which is being extended entirelY bY
community effort. a 'class is conducted under the enist-
ing building in a space so confined that the teacher
is unable 'to stand upright without ihjuring.'himself ancl hassit to ',mite an the blackboard.

NOISE

Noise might well be considered the .offspring
of o -arcrowdng. In the scnoolS where .overcrowding_
was the :greatest-, the noise levels 'were-the ,highest.
Some- Schools we.re so shOrt-oV spabe 'that." itTWas:n-ot
even possible ,tp set_-,,up-,,scrosns betweenv-thel classes
to ensure -Es_rivacy. In -one_ S-ehodl the oise :wah se) _:great that a- kinging,;_aesson,,in which four_.,-;_c,rasses_

chorus f:th'escho,61,-cOuld.
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is worked on the board and the children with the right answer
present their books to be marked. While this system provides
for imuladlate reinforcement of a good response, it is nevertheless
extremely time-consuming and leads to slip-shod marking on thepart of the teacher. Further, the teacher using this method con-
sistently, ignores the less fortunate pupils who have wrong
answers and who are, most in need of help. .1n some -cases, the
teacher does not even check answers, but is satisfied with a
show of hands from those who claim to have correct answers.
Moreover, as in the case of Arithmetic, the teacher is more con-
cerned with the answer than the method used by the child and
often faulty work is rewardee with a tick and good efforts left
unrecognised' altogether.

book

The enphasis on written work and the lack of blackboard .

space are together at least partially responsible for the over
dependence of the teacher on text books. The charts provided on
Page 48 indicate the number of texts prescribed for each class,-
as well as the number of the supplementary books used by the
teacher. Teachers justify the multiplicity of books on the
grounds that no single text covers the complete syllabus and
that some authors treat certain aspects of the subject better
than others. This ie undoubtedly true, but all this ought towean is that the teacher should be aware of these different
approaches and have a wide .range _of textb at his disposal from
which-he can draw examplesi methods and-material.- It is the
physical conditione - 'the neiSe, over-crowding, and lack of
blackboard and wall space,- tt make proper teaching impossible,
and make it necessary for the pupils-to-own se-many texts them-selves, thus, increasing theeburden of costa on, the parent. It
is very disquieting,to note that.this trend increases the prospect
of succesS:for,l-the children= of the middle,and- upper -classes ,

-an,severely,diminishes -the cháiiès 6f-: the -6hildren of families
in the lower,income bracke-L who cannot afford -to bny all the
prescribed textbooks.

_(c) Severe: reduction of teaching-

serious ise parpetuating.phenornenon tia..s.:' appeared---liat_.--,= cl-kgrobin;i --The_ increase -ini- notse-- at-faCbotnpanie -,over-t -1-_
,Crowding -ini.='operr4rell,- type ",:schoo,10-,,hap tpreliented tr..he:;!.prectice ,of.-'-

_ _
_okal-_--work:1 the 61.aes -ii+TelI,3:sae-*Iit4tate&, against.eral,6x7.4-,=--, *planations:.t 'a 'in ptif;4thel:,-pait<pf-1.lie-ppAeher. Th1 is!7has
._.-resulted in- ttio over t dependonce ;.&-on4, ezr.teXt books.which ':ri '-, _ _reinfordesthe,cnonteaehino. atlproduce rita.nualtesting,

'c-6,kreptari '"-hravevbeenPf a ubstit,ited l.fo teaching- so.that. children
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learn, (if they do at all), largely by repeatedly correcting
mistal.es which they, continue to make because they never knew
what was correct in the first place. The classic example of
this is the "teaching" of "is and are" and "have and has" which
are tested constantly in every class from infants te standard
five without ever being properly taught or learnt. It has
become, apparently, a standard time-filler used by teachers
whenever they cannot be bothered to attempt anything new, or
when -they need to keep their pupils occupied for a while.

(d) Developuent of a -pa. sine attitude on the
art of teachers

In conditions as described above the standard of teachinc
must fall and the level of achievement must decrease. Yet these
conditions have existed for so long in the schools that teachers
arid administrators have come to accept them as the norm. They no
longer consider them as factors that are -hostile to education and
that have to be overcome. This unquestioning acceptance of the
situation causes- teachers to fix the blame for low-standards on
everything': else. The first to be blamed are the pupils them-
selves. Teachers talk endlessly about their -lack of ambition,
their playfulness, their 'broken English' which they stubbornly
refuse to correct, and .their general rebelliousness. Their
parents, too, come in for their share of criticism for not pro-
viding the required booksOnot taking an interest in-the children,
not providing a suitable home environment ,for study and for
keeping them away from school for the. flimsiest of reasons..

Next:in line for blame tare the children's former
teachers -who aid not cc-,er the syllabus-as required and who haVe
thereby placed an _added 'burden on there The infant 'teachers who-
can lay the blame en- the 'other teacher in theichainr protest
thet the home environment of 'the children-is -responsible 'for their
inadequacies. -

(e) Destruction of initia ive
_ The lack cif "safe etorage arid diaplay Space- in-:the 'schools

has litilitatedistrongly_j_egainst _thei_teachers!"--_exeroising ,anve
initiative,in;the, area of preparatiãn ofvisual aids and disulays.
Ins tead "':,-the''eMphasia'has,--shifted- -froirit --acualieicnei-litii:Oe'-:td- the

verba141..descriptions'and,'-definitions, This -praCti-ce---=
4_ _ , - =reached:4 'ts ultimate in one s chbO1-ti_Whiehaiterally!SitSein-5:the'f

to "ze xp)..a±nr,- tci%the-=ClasS
_ _ . _ '1=were:._by-rnepn,S,',of,fdefinitions,?-and,_tetally- -
withoni`,-.reference-to the rea1itr,
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majority of schools have no librazy, and maw of those thatboast; cp a library refer to an antiquated collection of "cla!-Asics"and discarded text books. The pupils are expected to learn towrite "a good cursive style, corthining legibility with a pleasingappearance and a reasonable degree of speed," when it is commonpractice . for five children to be squeezed into a desk intended forthree, .where there is not enough room for the pupils to lay ,their bdoks side by side on the desk, let alone have the free-
dom,of movement required to write properly,.

unrealistie in.itS e
Accordi g to the foreword w
uby- the and'of the, cptirse 'the:pupil will be able to

express himself, both-in- speech arid writing, in standardgrammatical English; and will be table to comprehend ideassimilarly presented to him. He should further have imbibed .notions on ferm, and style and have developed an appraciat16n ofthe beautiee of the language as- exemplif ed in the prose andpopti c works of- Some of the great Writers".

otations
are t ld that:

,

If one considers the G.C.E. '0° level results in EnglishLanguage, one can -readily appreciLate how absu:_ d the above aimof the ripla school syllabus is. A brief. 10-11,- at a fewaspects of the pupils' language corrp6tence towers...is the end ofthe primary school cC;urse will indicate that:-,

(I) Ho is incapable of reading the lessons in his,town
keader withoUt first,-beinq tanght al 3. the difficult
words, (varying ,between 10 -, 29 per Page ).
He MUmbleS one werd.onswers When aeked a question.
He,misreads,the directions given in oth
like arithmetic.

,He finds it,difficUlt-Tta: write

"-H makes nnséneT -:o
-,:attappta,t6::corilmititeme09

subjects

kateMent" 'for!

He,_needs f_te have theGovernment', schools =_BrOadcas
ranslated fbr-himbefore: -pan-uriderstand-_-them. . -



The syllabus calls for the pupil to read fourteenrecommended story books and novels and at least an equal numberof other books in private library reading. But every teacherin the system complains that children are incapable of readingthe next lesson in their reading books. The poetry syllabuscalls for the child to learn approximately 350 lines of poetry byheart, (In standard I, two sets of 24 continuous lines, Stan-dards II - III, two of 30 each, Standard XV, two of 40; inStandard V two of 50), and five complete poems. In additionthey must know about rhyre, metre md rhythm. All this when theteachers, and doubtless the pupils too, are convinced of the use-lessness of the exercise.

(d) It is unnecessaril undemandin the area of
lmaaagaj22222pment

In contrast to the unrealistic expectations of theliterary aspect of the syllabus, the demands of the languagesection are distressingly light. This iS'a reflection of theattitude implicit in the Foreword to the syllabus that as longas the common errors-of speech are eradicated and the childrenare sufficiently saturated in good literature their productivelanguage corpetence would nebessarily improve.

The grammatical structures to be learnt are In fact someof the more common areas of difference between English ane, ..Trinidadian vernacular, but the specific structures are notspelled out in sufficient detail to enable the teacher torecognise the scope of his taskor to facilitate the proper,ordering of his programre of work. One example of-this willillustrate the vagueness of the Syllabus. nri. standards I, IIand III, the,teacher is required to teach the use of "is and. .
-are""was and were"._*NO earther instrUctions are given. Nodetailed Instruction is given as to what_is, to pe taught ineach ciass'.' It does not teabh the verb Ito be7j-as-a completeunit, but rather treats is/are al anT_a'greemeht exercise. It

_ .

fails to break'down the work into manageable--,units similar to.
, _,-that given=belOw.2-

. .

as cdpula ',in =simple, aen
csitz-sjfibt---

_

as --aiuriliax-p:..verbS-_,

can =be -ftirtfieerf

ences-With singular and,

,
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' with pronouns he she

"are" With,plural Count nouns
'are" with pronouns you/We/they

Interrogative structures:
(vii) where + is/are

(viii) when + is/are
(ix) how + is/are.
(x) who + is/are

(xi) what + is/are..

i) negation a -to (xii) above
(b) as axiliaxy verb (a similar list can be preparedfor this function).

-_Additiona- complications can then be . added e.g.ingular head noun followed by .a plural noun in a noun phrase(the mr9f2.-of children is -...), a 3:13,1-1ral need noian follawedby -a singular noun in a noun Phrase, (the children in this classare i.a.) 0

It is -only when the problem 'areas, are properly identifiedand% described in detail that, effective teaching can _be designedto eliminate a particular Problem,,,and,,thepresent syllabus isdefective in being 'unable, to establish the areas where- spe61 alteaching is _require& as ,well as in_ specifying , the details that_need attention.

of _the' linguistici and tObh,i4.14.44d#nrings;;-6' :t,uatibn;-iO-f.;the,:childrenin the linguisticWcalla aild -11abitsP':t hat,::ne-eid to be acquired 4:11.P,eorder
aOmpetel-rigt17..; Fuzther, it 13 laces, ho eriiphasi

-,the_;Ora14:ana aural aspects of language :'.de'veleprokiit'-.1:_axid;41-i--; so
to the perpetuation of Aat=.totally

undes-i-rA,31e-,Mathod of 7.7 141`srua'

_
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The syllabus also places ccmmendable emphasis on a
variety of activities that are important in infant education:
story-telling, drama, puppetry, "Wendy house", nursery rhymes etc.
It calls for adequate 'librWries With Vie11--illbs trate d material
in type suited to the infant eyes. The only pity is that in the
conditions that exist in the schools, these .activities are largely
neglected.

The reading programme has as its objective "the development
of clear and fluent speech." This seems to be quite odd. , One
would have thought that a. rather more modest and relevant objective
like "enabling the children to decode the written symbols into
the sounds of speech and to discover the meaning qf the written
message," would have been more appropriate. Moreover, the
methods of teaching implied by the texts recommended in the
syllabus, concentrate on word and sentence recognition, with
little 'attention to phonic work at all. This process of learning
places the emphasis on memorising word shapes rather than supply-
ing the child with the key to decode the written forms of the
language.

/The influence..
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_ .THE I1FLUENCE.CF THE C MON ENTRANCE EXAMINATION

The Common Entrance Examination exerts a decidedlyunhealthy influence ort the work of the whole school, andparticularly so in the fourth and fifth standards. The demandfor secondary school places has made success at the CommonEntrance Examinations the prime aim of the school programme andthe sole -criterion by which a school is rated both by the teachersand the public. The whole school programme is geared towardsthe exathination. Children are screened off at an early age soas to be put into 'the stream that leads to the special class.Text books are Chosen on the, basis of ,the 'resemblance, of thematerial contained in them to the format of the Common Entrancequestions. 'Textbooks' which are no more than compilations of'Intelligence Tests' appear 'Ion the Standard three syllabuses an4Common Entrmce papers in Arithmetic, English' and Intelligenee .are almost indispensable in Standards four and five. Throughoutthe school system, children are being constantly subjected tomultiple choice tests and blank filling exercises, much to theneglect of practice in free expression of ideas, and this, asfar as English Language development is concerned, is a totallyunsatisfactory method of either teaching or testing
There are other ill effects of the Common EntranceExamination in the school programme. In an effort to secure thegreatest measure of success for their schools and pupils, teaellerstend to prepare children directly for the several sections ofthe exaridnation. The traditional 'rules" of English Grammar arebeing committed -to memory because it is held that the examinationrequires this kind of knowledge. Vocabulary- eicercises of allkinds, (masculine and feminine,- synonymns and antonyms, suPplyingsingle words for phrases,' dtc.)`, sPelling ekercises in which thepupil is required to discover a word frem a_jiimble of its letters,_General Knowledge, which c,,nsiets of learning'hosts of unrelatedfacts' of hiSterY, geography -arld'scienCe all forrn -part Of-theregular school` programme. On the other hand, 6o2qposit1on,_ whichis not tested in the -CorninonEntranae ,is given less and leSs _-attention- as: the child' advances- 'through 'the

The emphasis, is ,on gearing for an-examination - not-f9llo*ing the ,Curriculuin. This is inevitable in any system whichsets so high' a premium,on stieees6 in a particUlar examination.
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What is additionally tragic about our situation is that teachersare L1 fact very much in the dark about the true nature of theexamination for which they are preparing the children. Copiesof the examination ar-r:. never released to teachers and copyincthe tests is forbidden. The teachers' knowledge of theexamination can be oh tained only f rom the snippets of informationsupplied to them by the pupils who have written it, and from thepractice tests conducted before the examination proper. Thisis, of course, corrpletely unsatisfactory, for it means that thewhole school pregrae is beim altered in an effort to prepare,for some about whibh only a vague and inaccurate impsionis held.
Moreover, ,some teachers appear to regard the examinationwith grave doubts, if not active suspicion. They seem to con-,side r the results as being often mystifying and unpredictable.They claim that totally unexpected results appear every,year andthis tends to shake the confidence of teacher and pupils alike.It is not the purpose of this study to attack or defend thepresent Corrmon Entrance examination.. Indeed we cannot, since'for security reasons' we have not been permitted to see the ,actual test Papers. We are concerned, however, that the whole_school system could be so adversely influenced by something .aboutwhich the public at large, and teachers in particular, are totallyignorant. It is quite useless to plead with teachers to educatetheir pupils as widelY .4s possible when they are _convinced that

,the critical examinatien in their Pupils' lives b tests only .specific knowledge in certain subject areas. It seems to us -that the,best way to clear the air of all suspieion and confusionis, (a) to release copies of the- tests to the public, and (b) toprovide -a clear and accurate account of the method of selection_ ,to secondary schools. Comment will, of course, be forthcoming,but this in itself is useful-if the content of the examinationis to change and keep abreast of the rapiely, changing curriculum.
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The following samples Of actual class observation are
given to-provide the teacher with as complete a picture aspossible of the conditions and teaching prevalent in the schoolstoday. They demonstrate a fair pross _section of physical con-ditiona of the classrooms and the teachers' conpetence in andattitude to, the subjects they are teaching.

The folloWing features are.observable from the sample:-

(1) A full half day's work - A,B,C,D,E.
(2) classroom congestion - B,C.
(3) Nnise - B.
(4) Disturbance/inconvenience from unattended class A,B,C.
(5) Double/mUltiPle stream classes - C,E.
() ConscientibUs teacher. effort -,A,B,C,J
-(7) Rule/definition based

,grammar teaching - C.,E,F,N.
(8) Neglect of oral work - C ,E
(9) Teachers ignorance -/ Misunderstanding of matter/method of teaching -

.(10) Serious teacher indifference t'o work(11) 1.ack_ of .pupile.materials. -.B,E. -
-(12) Over emPhasis on silence - A.

DoMineering teacher attitude - A,E.(14) Unpuitable material'for class, 7 K.

were made during class visi
Sample A

1.
CiaSs: -sTp. 5

Devotion's etc.
2. - Roll, call

15 minucss

3 minutes
After !roll _call _teacher ,heads,.the-blackboard:.r_

-.,ArithmetiC' MUttiRliCatiOn7"C.fiactiens . Usual details,

_'of-dat4-and day are also added.- ,

3. , 1 Before::beginhing-:_le 4sori -, the tee-cher -_gtie-s i through -,the .-

ritUall'-of:-__Standt-:Sit:::HafidS 'of fi,:delks!!!-__T-,The ,lesson-
-begins=with-= a--,briefreVieW::Of:':the',-previousi,week Is werkWhi Ch I_W as--,-6.-pp iren tij'i,-'- ii,daitie,---illAgria31A-i't,i-(i;n-':: -..k 1-g i.-arati c;n .. _The;,:t_eaoher in'viteS the-- dlaSs;Ftize- rec all, whc.t.-..-s:clone

uting!;tha ----1.0-d-Son-',1:,',atiellfiti_ref*-46:ds:.*;AU4:ift.fo'n_ji)ey-i-,.indliduni:ilf
ôperations.

4,c1ea:r.: and -We 11-,-projec_te&withoUt,fbeing:=1Oud:V!HIS language-Weil:el:ii-E standardiS ten cë on final-,_- c us te!r_ -±-764lisations . Hi :.s;`methp-cl -Orf-2:,.
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questioning invites the boys merely to utter one or twowords whiah fill the gap in his incomplete statementFor exaMple:

Teach r: "You remember tha
Boys: "Mixed numbers".

e call those nurnbe

Later in the class tbe /blanks'
syllables. For ex-
Teacher: "frac---"
Boys: "tions".-

his speech included

minutes
4. Following a one minute interruption 1 minuteby another teacher, he beginS to present the lessonfor the day, by working an example on the ,blackboard,while stating what,he is doing. He then has two boyswork two exaupies by 'telling them what do do. Onconpletion of this he requests questions but there a"Any auestions?"

"No sir".
He then writes probleMs_ on the board for theboys to work. 6 minutes
There:=-is little chatter amona -the,boys _.- -borrowing ofrulers_ and erasers',etc. The boys seein--tcr:knowi_what-ito-4and- they set about it in a workmanlike- fashion-. '-TheY Werk_conscientiously.

6, He goes to unattended- 5A to call roll _and- set them, some
work; has _to interrupt his writing on-:the_ beard tq Callfor order in:that claSs. 15, minutes

7. Returns to 5C,- begins- to workfirSt probleM,-,,but boys_ . 1 , , J 4 -
/ { 1-. ,complain -_, and he ,gives them=five ,more-rninutes-toi_eompletetheir work. MeanWhile,-:"heL aheCkeTtheir7t4brk -W, walking

_down-_the-narrow_:a1616-taiici-advising` j_fia-iv*d-tia---s1--entheirproblems;- p-nring'-:-, this, z-ch-eck ; he' e&Ils,,far ,Silencer,in the
, -_class_?twice 01-thOugh,lin -_zr671:;vifivr,-,,-_-..thei-;claSs . was ,inot --really
-; ra6king :,;oore_ _-&laril _a.--Otii7n*.k;

--- -,-. - ,
'.- '_!T ,zii;E:ax- 'a, Silight'_whiSper,
:"gorneY13enCiir,g4_Alkiha

=

-7 M6s --cif': the','_basYs 'hall& Anish4d, thei.:tiiork-,'an
rekio6kiii4d8W4taibti-060-

L.; et-1_,-,,,,', , `t ,',,-4i, .r-l'
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"Those correct show hands, ghose wrong stand." The teacher
doesn,t correct -Lhe boys who have made mistakes or got
the sum wrong, but inquires whether they have seen their
mistake. To this, the answer is always 'yes' and the
correction proceeds. meanwhile, the class next door is
very imnatient and their noise level has been rising. Not
to an intolerable level, but enough to be noticed.

10 minutes,

9. R.K. lesson - sermon e tyle with minor slot fi13.ing
operations and questions to class about whether they
remember examples of certain of Carist'S virtues.
Essentially ;the boys know the area pretty well and
new information is transferred, only morals drawn from
the examples provided. (Lesson has not been prepared in-any real sense.);
(1) Consideration for friends sick; poor.
(2). Necessity for prayer

Types of prayer - Adoration
Contrition
Thanks
-Supplicati n

By rny- -Count,: onlyeleven boys -are really .paying.attention,
and: little whispered- conversatien8 are . going i:Jrn.. The
`teacher's langUage -is formal ;English-with literary typesentences. .e.g. "So impreseed were .the apcistles. "

25 minutes

Back to c
as before .

recti

11. Spelling test..
Words had been given in homework book and prehumablV
intended to be, learned. They may have come from a
comprehension passage but there'was no andicated'link
between''them. ,None of the words ,was , related tcr any
specific spelling problem area except perhaps:
"ei" helfer, 2.42.ce.

n of ArithmetLc problems. Pro co dure
11 minutes

The test .eonsisted °of :the following words Peculiarities
in iLD rerninciation,-and.t..Ward'.:Meaning are included.----1' ;

handkerchief-;,Y(hanF3k3t.rxf), aisle--rsincerelypicnic / wrestle-/. fatigue / heifer (iiot.tSAbl) - 'context



"If a person is very observant he is what?"
(notfsAbl)
valuable / audible / guitar / edible / Iniece forty
Same technique of correction as for Ari thmetic.;
Boys spell words and pronounce each word after having spelt it.
Pronunciation (gItA) corrected to (gIta)

Sample

Class - Infants No. present - 28
8:45 .School begins. Children line up in courtyard and enter

school. Prayers, hymn, remarks by principal over public
address Roll call. 25 minutes

9:10 Teacher gets ready to begin teaching.
Parts of the body. Teacher points to parts of the body
and calls on class to name them, then vhe calle the part anthe children point it out on their own bodies..

10 minutes
9:20 Counting. Teacher counts with the class, the books onher desk and the pencils in a box. Dis ributes shellsto all the children in the class. Class becomes a littlenoisy and she runs through the routine: "Hands up!Out! Down!" Then she counts with them up to six. Teacherhas ,to shout all the time in order to be heard. Writesthe following sums on the'blackboard:-

Directs class to Work .out these sux by counting- the',
appropriate number of shells. She works "out sums with
them counting shells to get the -answers. When the answers

- are all written, the Class is- called upon to read the
statements aloud.. :Teacher 'then ,Writes:-.-,.

2 4- 4 .

1 +
. ,and ,works,;:these out,with't class.: (Noise from' rest of, school
m es',it impossible for 'teacher' to-be 'heard at the back).

-C-44'25 ,.minutes
. -.-9:45 Teacher ,hangd up the _class calendar. Theni she distributesI:sheets of paper to 'children.- She' instructs- them- to 'write

/"Todav-is
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"Today is Monday" which she has already written on the
blackboard. She also tells them to copy the addition table
which was done in the previous session.
Children without pencils have to be lent pencils, others
have to get pencils sharpened. .Teacher's time is largely
taken up in performing these tasks. As children complete
the work, teacher marks their papers,
All papers are marked in the period. 1 hour--

10:45 Plasticine work. Teacher distributes plasticine to
class and asks them to model shapes. Children very excited.
They -make balls, basketi of eggs etc. 45 minutes

End of morning session.

Sarrple C

Class 1B No. in class - 30 4 per desk, 12" each.
One blackboard 4' x 3' (class divided into 2 streams).

9:55 Teacher works sums on the board. Children correct their-work. On completion of blackboard work teacher allows
those with all sums correct to go for recess. The others
have to remain to write up their corrections.

_25 minutes

The "A" stream during this time was working on three sums
that were set them on the blackboard. At 10210 theywere still at it. Some were °biliously finished and were
either idle or talking.

10:12 Teacher walks around to inspect work of the "A" stream.
Teacher of neighbouring class reports misbehaviour of
some pupils.

10:15 "E" stream returns from recess and are given eh-other sum
to wOrk:

10:35 Teacher works slain 'on }:;aard: and :tells: 6lasg- o cokreci-
their own::

-10:40. Teacher_ warkS the ,three stamsLset_!.for-, the "A",-streem since
9:06 -Triey take

'Up to be marked -` as Sobn =as:- theV, axe



10245 "B" GROUP'

Teathor writes on the b ard:
ENGLISH

. .

- 30 -

0 45

Teacher then says to class:
"Wate -' an' before a word which beginS With a,e,i,o,U.NoW tell me another letter, not a,e,i,o,u". Class offersb,d,l,f. Teacher writes these letters on the board andsays:
"Write ' before words beainn
She then writes on the board:

ox bat
eye ant

cap
pen

ng with these

and- Says:
"What letter do s this begih with"?
Class : 0 =

Teadher2 What will you write?
Class:

letters."

Jpointing.t0 ox

This procedure is followed for all the words on the board,Teacher then repeats the 'rule' for the use of 'a' end'an' and sets the class the work of putting 'a' orbefore:
prange bag; fish'; ,egg;4inkput; uMbrelle;
arch;- hat.

During this Period, Grew' A i working on an exercise _from-their text books.-
Male-and female. "Fill in the blank6 with the female ofthe word underlined."

'Beth 'the 36:a
Bob -and -PAM--are-brother-_-an-d-,=--
The =lionhunted- for!,ftiod-:for_the:7-7
Every' Man", arid =

102.'55 : Teacher sits at de-0k Marking,- copybooks.
_

,7.Beth,i;groiiihs =of -pUtiila
----bdoks.'

30 minUtes

11:25...
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:05

11:15

11: 30

Sample E:

-
Class 2B No present 37 in 2 streams.-
2- bladkboards (one for eadh tream)

9:45 GROUP A
Class:is given Arithmetic prOblems from
Teacher works,.one sum on theblackbbard'
the class-to do the others.
Class worke on in reasonable silence._

Teacher returns to class and sits at desk and works on
coconut shells for ten (10) minutes.

Teacher goes to back of class and smokes acigaretteand
talks to teacher of neighbouring class. 15 minutes

(Class is supposedly revising or doing corrections, but
has been doing precious little but talking quietly
Since 11:00 a.m.)

10 20 Group A goes for nilk.

10:30

-

GROUP B
Teacher writes on blackboard:

ENGLISH
It started to rain, 1.7i= _wmnt hcme.

the
and

blackboard.
instructs

3 minutes
20 ndnutes

10 minutes

She asks the class to 'join' these two sentences. One
boy a -swers:
"It started to rain so we went home."
Teacher .writes_ the sentence -on the, bladkboard and instructs
class to do exercise on page 6 of Hayden Richard's Junior_

English. 2 ndnutes_

(Exakination of text: , the instructions to-the-,exercise
-reads "Join,the. follOwing- sentences 'Using 66 " )

By 12,05 this group is largely idle. Most have completed
only thr,me- sentenees

-

GROUP , =

-/
Te acher ritesEng1ish exercised f r
doing :Arithnetic- be fare.

--4-Vt=m14VAT _



ENGLISH

SENTENCES COMMON NOM S PROPER NOUNS

Pearl writes a good letter.
My birthday cones in February.
Have you been to Couva?

.Teacher asks class to read sentehcas 'aloud. She correctsclass prontmciation of 'to'. "Not (tu) but (tA) "She then gets class to recall the definition of a propernoun. They provide her with the information that it ip"a spucial name of a person or place."
She also asks class to read the first senten e again.When this is done she asks:
"Have you seen the name of any special person or placeClass remains silent.
Teacher repeats the question several times before soiteoneanswers, "Pearl".
Teacher: Right! Now where are you going to put Pearl?"
Class is: dumb. They are unable to sec that the 'specialname' Pearl must go into the Proper Noun coltunn.After several tries, one boy suggests 'that it be putunder proper noun.
Teacher asks class to read the
"Have you seen another noun?"
Class is. dumb.
After several repetitions she
class that 'letter' is a noun
special nanie.

Teacher: Read the next sentence. 3.. eve you been
CoUva?)
Class reads jerkily up to °to . They cannot recognise'Couva'. 'reacher calls the word for th,m and dsks whereand what is Couva. Class does not know.

. Teacher-continues -in this'way sentences have
-_ been "worked out".

She then talls.them to' start to write. 22--minues
11:12 Section joining sentences idle. One or Imo bring up bookto teacher to be marked.
1115 Teacher goes to the blackboar and writes:

Put in
ithland

'en!
pen elephant tunbrella- ostrich - desk door
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She then calls up three children to read what she has
just written. (This is obviously a backward aroup).
Then she asks:

"What do you write befOre a,eo,u?"
Group: "an"
Teacher goes through the list of words asking what letter
each word begins with and getting from them which of the
forms they would use. Then she tells them to do the
exercise in their copybooks. 3 minutes

11:28 Children bring up their b oks to be marked.

ill 30 End of Session.

Sans le F
Std. 3 English Grammar.

Class sits reading from textbook. They are revising the

definitions of a noun and a verb while teacher marks copybooks*

When marking is finished teacher asks class for definitions of
Noun and Verb, and gets the definition from the textbook. Then

she continues: "We all know what is a noun and what is a. verb.
Is there anybody who can stand up without looking at their book
and say what is a pronoun?" No response from the class.

Teacher explains that a pronoun is a word used in place of

a noun. She then writes a sentence on the blackboard and, then reads

it. "Lloyd's Mother gave him a bar of chocolate", and says:
"Look at your list of pronouns and see if you see a pronoun in
the sentence."

him".
ildren refer :-._to-Jirst-_ of pronouns arid --eventually,

Other sentenoes from the text are done in the same manner.
When the eXercise is finished the teacher instructs 'the class to
write it in their books in their best-handwritinig.

9:45 - 11:00

I ample G.,*
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Std. 1 Spelling
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'Teacher rules i the blackboard and w ites the following:
feed seed weed
mend bend send
cage age pagefeet tent stage
She points to the first word and says.:
"This word is 'feed'. Spell feed.'
Claas: f - e - e d
Teacher proceeds to do the same for all the words

10 minutes

Teacher nextwrtes the following on the, board.
"tten", and says -
"What word has all these letters?"
Class remains silent 'awkiile and then
Teacher: "Correct".,
Then she writes the fallowing and asks the
find the words that have (been. jumbled.

,

someone "ten

lass to

Sentences with planks in-which one of the four-i,was/were-are to-be put in are written on the blackboard ancl classset to work.

At -the end ce the period, teacher asks one child to give
her version of the fiirst sentence.
let. P. The children is talking
T.= ,This child" Sails "The Children

'with that? '

2nd P. 'The children,was talking
T. ,Not correet..

°3rd, F, The _childien;yere talking.-;

is talking". What is wrong



4th P.
T.

Class:

T.

P.
T.
P.
T.

T.

Sam le I

This mode of questioning continues for some time until
one pupil states:

The Children are talking.
Yes. Why do we say 'are'?
Because it is more than one.
Teacher writes the correct sentence on the board.
Now suppose we wanted to say that about yesterday, what
would we say?
The children was talking
No. (Procedure as above until the correct answer is given).
The children were talking
Why is 'were' right?
No reply from class.
Because 'are' becomes 'were' in the past tense
The other sentences are done in the sere wav.

Class 5B Spelling

Teacher tells class of an accident in which the victim
is taken to hospital etc. Ps he proceeds with the story he writes
the following words on the blackboard:-

accident hospital casualty oPeration

He then tells class:

Look at the words. Spell it in your minds. Now write it
in the air. (Children'writelthe words in the air with their
fingers)-.
'Now-close your eyes and spell it to yourselves.
(Class does-as instructed).

without
leek at

Teacher then calls an an individual to spell a word
looking at the board. Those who fail are allowed-to
the word and spell it to themselves and then try again

Sample J

TEACHER:

Get out_your'reading books., Hands
Teacher reads the first sentence:,

,

Std. 4 Reading

-

"w0 well- bowled! -well bowle_d''Obhhion'!!"'
_

ut!dOwn! .Page 139.
-



catching up the ball and throwing it high into the air."
She repeats the sentence and then asks:
"Who is bowling? Who is the captain?"

Class answers with a little coaxing.

Teacher continues to read sentence by sentence) para-
phrasing each sentence after reading it. Sorretimes she questions
the class about the facts in the sentence. The lesson is about a
cricket match taken from Tom Brown's School Days, but the teacher
is not at home with cricket and many of her paraphrases are inaccura

Teacher constantly drops final 's' even when reading.
After the reading, the teacher moves on to the questions at the
end. Teacher reads question:

"What was the result of the match
She paraphrases this as:" Who won the match?"

Class is ask.d to describe the picture in the lesson.
Class supplies details of items in the picture but makes no
attempt to say what the p'icture is about and teacher does nottry to elicit it.

vocabulary work based on lesson:

Teacher writes on board--
WORDS
applause
astonishment
compliment -

countenance
deserted

-,excitement
favourite
-superb
expectations
-triumph
toughest

After eight minxites,teacher ,writes:meaning, ok first Werd. Then
she looks 'tip'meaning of oext in - the 'diatiOnary and writes the , -
xraxiing. She cont1nus in this kaAlidn- to the end. The, class
writes the, meaningS, froM tite board' afterthe teacher.
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Sample K

Class 1B No. present 33. No. pupils per desk - 5.
No. inches desk space per pupil - 10.
9:15 Comprehension.

Teacher writes on blackboard; "One cold winter's nightI ran alone to the post office".
1. Was the sun shining?
2. Was I going to school?-
3. Was it warm?
4. Was anyone with me?
5.. Did I go slowly?

Teacher assists in word-iden ificatio.., as pupils fail
in their attempts although they spell the words. Children invitedto read in chorus after the teacher. Teacher reads the first
question and advises pupils on the procedure; one-word utterancesnot- acceptable: "Axiswer in a coMplete way." .Pupils questioned
individually; when the correct answer is given, the teacher writesit on blackboard. The -pupils in chOrus say the answer a few timesand then write it in their books. Teacher ticks the answer inthe exercise books., The lesson proceeds in this fashion. Theresult is that all children have all questions correct in their
copybooks.

Anything that comes after' th
I will give an example.
eena is eating.
eena was playing.

Meena would be talking.
eating, playing, talking are all complements.
Teacher reads the definition 'of-complement haltingly froma book. The-definition is obviously incomprehensible to him endmeaning less to the class. He-reads some examples from the book

and then sets horiew rk;, to Pick out comPleMents-froM'a set of-sentences..

Sample; M

-Std. 2, 'Grammar was/were
_

Teacher ,write the _blackboar Duck-was Ducks were_
_

.



TEACHER:
CLASS:
TEACHLR:
CLASS:
TEACHER:
CLASS:
TEACHER:
CLASS;
ONE BOY:
TEACHER:

39.--

What is the difference in these two sentences?
(15i. vague mumble with no clear answer).
One has 'was' and one has 'were'. TAIhy doBecause it is one.
And why do we use 'were'?

. Because it is more than one.
What is more than one?
Hesitation - silence6
Two, three, four.
No! ducks.

Teacher then explains that 'was' and 'were' are used
for past events and that 'was' is used for the singular and "were,for-;the plural. Sets work to be done on the bladkboard. Clasto;fill in blanks withlWaS4

Finally -

we use 'Was'?

Sample N
= Subject: di l Reading

Teacher writes on the blackboard:

Teacher .writes the word "la ie.. on the blackboard,
ass which sound the'awin "last" resembles most.

S oma one in- the class ventures:- "call":.
Teacher asks= class to say "last" and than say "call".
" .1.re they alike?" _

class: No
leaCher,; -.What is ; t like.-
OPI=A-ci/O-t/

;He 'then .austructs, class, to_;:say ,the wards aleud td .c6mPate
sciith -36f8i-a''xi;isking,;their":"answers,-.L-; He 1 then-- Se ts =the -work to

,state which-,apt.w4-i,pf,'?;:",a,' is found-inljeaCh-,:of."the:--f011owiug 'Wordsnt,
garden;,.'-barrel;-ball;_- char
basketi-i-'ineriY; labour, 451 Miriutes

Werk Corrected on,'the_,board,,at'-the
This, exerciSehthe'teacher explained, was inteudedto'help the__
baCkWard readerS-"ii.e-".the
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ANALYSIS OP QUESTIONNAIRE
_

The teachers

There are 282 teachers tzlIr d in the oiesses .1-nf ants
I through standard 5, in the thirty project schools. Of
these, 125 or 44.7% are trainee atid t ender, 157 or 55.8%are untrained.

On the whole, as far as te -1-11_11g Performance is concernedit is impossible to separate the_ traill teacher from the untrained.
In the first place, as can be seetl fx-Olil the e3cample5 provided, very

Host of the class t,..eaan111,4. ., itrelittle time is actually spent in i.
is utilised in providing written 1.,401.,K .K(73k. the pupila and in marking
exercises done at home or in ala.s.

An analysis of the resb0 of tile teachers to our
questionnaire shows the folloWing 0 eriatics to he she:redquite evenly by both trained and tAritrd teachers:

a lack of speeifi
children ' s irni rIcr p fc)

a paucity of fundelnen,Va
with specific are4s th

doe or opi
ems;

ut the.

.119- siills to deal,
Boalish programme;

(c a general inability tO vai.u,sItte the relative
iraportance of the varl,t)._US sectiOn_s of the Programmeand to recognise tale e-L-1. Sequences of not giving
each its proper errphaol

(e)

a decided abeelce filtVcsa 3-11 the teachIng; no'idea of ultimate gbalS %cl PO atteffrt at arriving ata goal by definite rnegOlktable steps 2fl that direction;
general ignorance z)f .f,M use of diagnostic and
remedial technj,ques culaXly those applicable
to English Languag%;

an attitude of..,sk9t3ti ,tcaards_ the idea of
oral technique0 of lartPecae_teaching and a false
idea of the nature of' Orel_ Tiorfcl

there -is; an, Unhealthy; ON:',661:1,ce on:.the",textbooks
and:an =overall resle'&7 (314 tne''part-bf the--_
teach6rs,_: to- deVisitio, le '- of ,theIr-oWn- to--meet

...specific problems;- , 2 _ 2.:- ---. .;--
..
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(h) a grow ng attitude of resignation on the part of the
teacher which allows him to justify relaxing his
efforts on the basis of an assumption that the
teaching progrmme will achieve little against all
the external forces that are piling up against the
unfortunate pupil.

(i) an inadequate knowledge of their pupils real interests
and pastimes and a cohsequent failure to capitalise
on these important channels of motivation, stimulation
and interest.

A close look at the actual responses to some of the
questions asked will substantiate the criticisms made above*
Table I below shows the teachers' expressed opinions about the sourceof the pupils' language problem.

TABLE I: TEACHERS STATED OPINIONS OF P I3LEM AREAS

Influence of home dialect
Poor knowledge of grammar
Wrong attitude to good speech

(Children consider it suitable Only for
classrooin - they are afraid of ridicule.

..There is a certain" resistance to speaking
like 'white peoplet).

Restricted experiences resulting
fem ideas
Unsuitable home environnmnt
Poor reading ability_
Lack of textbooks
Failure to use Grammar rules
Unsuitable text boo s
Conunon entrance examination

It will be noted that teachers are able to identify some
the symptoms and contributory factors but are_unable to specify
the real sources of the children's language problem.

,
. The teachers' atated, aiins for:the year give no clear

- indication:that "they have devised ,practical programmes of Wei.rk,
- for sPeeific prablem areas in the languaee syllabus._

TABLE TEACHERSiSTNIED A.IMS FOR THE YEAR
,

(a) ImProve _the_standard -of English both'
:oral and ,Written,_Ito, the paint 'of
correctneSe and fleeneY
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(b) To cover the syllabus thorouctIly and
so prepare pupils for the next class 27

To help to develop well rounded,
responsible personalities of the pupils 14

(d) To get ptipils to pass the Common Entrance
examination 14

(e) Maximum development of each pupil 13

(f) To create an environment stimulating to
learning and a lave for enquity 10

(g) To prepare dlass for secondary school 3

(h) To overcome the influence Of faulty
speech habits

(i ) Keeping children occupied until such
time as the Ministry sees fit to replace
the class teacher who is on maternity
leave

In actual teaching, thie allocation of time to written and
oral work reveals the imbalance in favour of written over oral.
This has, of course, been oc ented on in the section on physical
conditions, but the teachers lopinians about the adequacy of the
oral work done indicate that they are quite satisfied with the
present time allocations..

_

TABLE .-III_: PERIODS OF WRITTEN_ WORK'.PER.-WEEK BY. &ASS
.

'Sebject Int-1 Inf 2 Std 1 Std 2 Std 3 Std 4 Std 5-
..

Cempositi On
Dictation
Grammar from

text
Spelling
Exercises from

text 2.5,
word. sualr, 1.0_
`Cornprehe ne ion 0
General Knowledge 0

1.0
0

5.5'

TOTAL 10.0

2.0 2.0 1.6 1.5 1.3 2.0
0 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

3.0 2.5 2.5 2.0 4.5
4.0 4.0 , 3.6 2.5 2.5 4.0

4.0 -5..0 3.0 _3.0 - 2.5 4.0
- 0.4 _0.6 -,O,5 .0:5_ 0,5 ,0.5

0 _0.5-_- -1:0: 1.0 2.0, 4.0
0 , 0 _ = 0.5- '_0.3 0 0

-16.3- 13.1- -12.3 11:13`- -20.6
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TABLE-iVi ORAL WORK DONE'IN CLASS: NO. PERIODS PER WEEK BY CLASS
. AND TRAINED/UNTRAINED

.

Inf 1 Inf 2 Std 1 Std 2 Std 3 Std 4 Std 5

Trained 21
Untrained 10 9

TABLE \r: TEACHERS' OPINION OF:ADE

Trained
Untrained

Adequate Inadequate

Not Only is the teaching programme heavily weighted in
favour of silent written work, but the oral work does little to
help the pupil to develop a mastery of the English Language that
he is attempting to learn - or perhaps more accurately - that
he is,expected to learn without really being taught. In any
proper language teaching programme, the learner is introducee
to the structures of the new language in a gradual, methodical
fashion. He is given an opportunity to hear the new structures
in context'and provided with the opportunities to repeat them in
a number of suitable contexts until it becoMes productive. The
work in this regard must-be 'intensive; it must be highly organised.
Oral work is essential as it is only by constant exposure and
practice that skills and habits are produced. The oral-work
done in the schools, limited as it is, in-no way attempts to
achieve these objectives. The work is unstructured, hapheiard
and aimless'and, as far as developing language skills is-con-'
cerned, useless. The list of activities classified as oral work
by the teachers in the project school's bears_ample witnesb to
these ramarks.

TABLE 'VI:. ORAL WORK-DONE-
,

-Stortelling
Oral,co0Poition_, .Correction-offaultY-_-_grammar

,,COmPrehensiprO:':
4t.tb-A-rf k16.cai14_

: --Speechtraining
Spelling "

Wora-Ap-uilding

,-2LoarriinelTqucitations
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From the above table it would seem that three of these
activities - oral composition, story telling and correction offaultT c.,rammar - ought to be of some assistance to the learner of
English. While it is not intended within this chapter to go
into detail about the manner in which these classes are conducted,
it must be stated that they do not meet our criteria of effective
language teaching because:-

(1) the mate ri al de al t wi th i s comp le te ly uns tructured
that is, in any one lesson several new featUres Or
structures of the language are introduced in a
completely random, .fashion 7

(2 ) they are not intensive; that is, the pupils are not
given abundant opportunity to hear and practice
new structures; and,

(3) they do not have as their prime objective, the
acquisition of linguistic competence, but instead,
such other objectives as
(a) stimulation of ideas,
(30) repetition of facts already taught or
(c) learning of miscellaneous grammar rules

WRITTEN WORK

It has already been indicated that the emphasis on
written work has been largely influenced by the physical con--ditions in the school. More will be said in the next Chapter. B
one aspect of written work - composition - must be taken up here
since it reflects the teachers' competence and attitude to the
subject. Compositions are very often given for homework and as
such they do not fall into that group of activities that can be
excused on the grounds of inadequate time, space or material.
There are several subjects for composition- that the- primary sdhool
puPil can expect in every year of his school life. . In some casea
this-might be tolerable if it WAS seen that standards of achieve-
ment were progressively greater, but an examination .of the'T'Airitten

,

work indicates that in most cases, the only increase in expectation
as the child rgrows older is in the matter of, length;'

According to the time-tables of most classes, composition
is given once a week-, yet no teacher was able to supply more
than half dozen topics for compoSition and this latter figure
rather than that of the tivrie-table seems to he the one corroborated
by the pupils' exercise books. The following -table_ indicates the
titles and the frequency with ,which they are given in the different
classes of the project schools.

/TApLE VII
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TABLE VII: COMPOSITIONS SUBJECTS - CLASSES

C npositions

Myself
My fandly
My friends
my home
Where I live
School
Class
Pets
Hobby
Other anima s
Vacations
Outings
Festivals
Reproduction of stories
Toys
My ambition
Letters
Sports
Gardens
A day at the seaside
A day in the woods
Weather
A day I will never forget
The most outstanding school

day in my life

STD-1 STD 2

6 2
2 1
0 1
3 2
1 4
8 5
5 2
9 3

1
17 9

3 5

4 2
2 1
1 0
O 0

2 1
2
O 0
0

Classe

STD 3 STD 4 STD 5

2 1 2
0 1 1
9 2 1
1 2 1
2 1 3
5 2 4
5 2 0
3 3 2

3
1
3
1
1
0

1 3
10

0 0
3 1
1 2

2
4
0
1

19
0
1

A place_ of intereSt in
;your is1nd

How I will 'spend '$100.00.
The -haunted, houee =

The.beSt ,day I've sPent
Local incidents
Homes of creatures
Days of the week 1
Colours 1
Tiees
Tha orange
The seed

_Leaves
Water
Fire
The-bamboo
The_ coconUt.,-, its uses
The policeman

2
1
1

.1
1
1
1

tiMe..,
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STD 1 STD 2 STD 3 STD 4 STD 5
Crop time :L.

My teacher 1
The conch shell 1
The Christmas par v 1
The grapefruit
Tractor
Bicycle
An accident
Fishes
A school day
A visit to the market
The church I like be:Tt
A house on fire
My dream house
An afternoon at the bazaar
A labourer at work
A child in a crib
An old lady
A little girl
An elderly clergyman seated in his study
Writing stories from outlines
A journey to school
Road safety
A ramble
A vivid dream
A good book
Keep it a secret
Autobiography of the sun
Why I go to church

.1 -

2

2
1
1
1

1
1

1

If I won the national
My new shoes
The best story I

The next three tables, each"_taken in-isOlation, reveal
apparently contradictory-attitudes:.of-our teachOrs.:. Table VIII
indicateSthe,eXtent.to which the.teacher'relies on,the use of
pupils' text books. In manycases, in spite-Of the number Of
textS,that children.have to,purchase, and the additional number_
df:sliPP19menaFY texts.uked br:the: teachers., some,teacherS'ela )ur
for.ffloke PupilS' books. The'implications of these attitudes
for parente pockets are alarming!

-Table IX seems to contradict the above attitude. Here
approximately half of our teachersare shown to berwilling to
set aside pupils' text books in fairour of teachers' guides and
teaching' materials provided 'for the teacher, and,only,30%. Of the
teachers are in favour- of'retaining the put:ills' tel,L books.

/Table'
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Table X indicates that 85% of teachere are of the opinion
that grammar rules must be tauaht In school if the dhildren's
English is to improve. When we consider that many ok the new
PuPilsItexts tend te de-emphasise the memorization and formal
learning of grammar rules, we are puzzled to understand why
these teachers still rely so heavily on them.

Yet considered together, these three table- indicate an
awareness on the part of the teacher that all is noe well in
the teadhing of English. As has already been indicated,
teachers do not recognise the nature of the problem, nor even
the specific problem areas, but it is quite evident that they
do recognise that souething is wrong. The almost frantic search
for a solution can be seen in the use of a multiplicity of texts
in the classroom, in their willingness to try something new,
even sorething which they feel to be as radically new as casting
aside the pupils' textbooks and using a teachers' guide and
specially prepared materials. This, for a group of people who
are traditionally conservative in the extreme, is a significant
aad heartening attitude. The almost overwhelming support given
to what seems to be a reversion to outmoded teaching - that of
formally learning of grammar rules - is merely another manifesta-
tion of the search for anything that will be effective. This ,

consciousness, that something needs to be done and the willingness
to try something new, provided it offers some hope for success,
is probably the most reassuring feature of this aspect of the
investigation. For, if the Ministry of Education can capitalise
on the pzesent state of teacher attitude with constructive pro-
grammes of retraining, much could be done even before the final
results of this study are peblished.

TEACHERs'
SPECIALLY

ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE USE or TEACHERS' GUIDE AND
PREPARED MATERIALS VS USE .OF PUPILS' TEXTBOOKS

TABLE IX,

Trained
Untrained
Total

Guides, and--s ecial-materiale
for hole languaye arts

40%,
52%:
46%

eATTITUDE TO GRAMMAReRULES _TABLE X
(a)e Grammar .7-.-rUles muet_be formallYeteught
:r.(b) eeome ruIps;.sheeeld'be-'forMalIYetaeght,

bet_not all-
,

( 0 No rules eshould- be- formally teught

Guides ands ecial
naterials forepart textbooks

30%
28%
25%

143

18

30%
.20%
29%

1135%,:e

10%
5%-

/The follceine....
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The following areas were listed by teachers as beingthe most important:

TABLE XI

Class

Inf. 1
Inf. 2
Std.T_1-
Std. 2 !

Std. 3
put,4:
Std. 5

Subject/verb agreermnt
Noun/pronoun inflection
Punctuation
Synonyms and antonvmns
Sentence construction

AVERAGE NUMBER OF Tens USED IN CLASS

NQ. Basic Textm
Reqmired

2

Supplementary
Texts Used

4
5

2
2
2
1
2
2
2

Additional Texts
Required by Teacher

.52
.20
.57
.28
.28
.68
.71

TABLE XI
PERCENTAGE OF PUPILS OWNING TD S

CLPLSS TextS used .Texts used-- Texts used Texts used Texts.:iised Tests USed less5 daya out of 5 4! out:of--.5 3 out of 5 !: 2 ;art. of 5 1 but' 'of 5 than I out of 5
Inf
Ing 2.,
Std 1,-
Std.2

.Std 3
s:t45 4
Std

50%
69%
77%
59%
69%
72%
72%

39%
32%

'47%
-70%

77%
86%

-513%

55%
64%
56%
60%
43%
66%
71%

9 5%s
15P.,
46%
52%-
54%
64%
64%

62%
45%
38%

, 57%
-51%
58%

37%
18%
,24%

-'_- 32%

58%

TABLE XIII TEACHERS ASSESSMENT -1±F TEXT BOOKS USE6 -BY PUPILSClass Good _lood L42.112. BadInf.- 1 73 28Inf. 2 81 15 3Std. 1 64 35 1Std. 2 66 28 4Std. 3
Std. 4

77
68

22-
27

1.

Std. 5 76 '23 .8
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THE TEACHING

The infanteechook

In many respects the infant section of the schools
can be.considered the most fortunate. Apart from Std. V.
or Common Entrance class, it is the best supplied with
trained teachers. Teachers here obviously spend more time
in preparing visual aids and play materials for their
classes than in any other part of the school. It is very
often the only section of the school where pupils are
able to progress at their own rate. It is the class that
is the furthest removed from the anxiety associated with
Common Entrance examination and the rigours of preparing
for it. It ie the section in which the teacher can
proceed with the business of education unfettered by the
external pressures that affect his colleagues in the
upper school.

It is not surprising, therefo e, to find that the
classroom atmosphere, teacher-pupil r lationship and
pupil participation in the learning/teaching process are
at the highest level in the infant departments of the
schools. In the vast majority (perhaps in all) of the
schools, the teacher in the reception elass is te her
pupils much more than a teacher, because she behaves
towards her charges in a way that inspires their
confidence and affection. Yet one feels that in spite of
these relatively favourable conditions and in spite of
the good work that is undoubtedly done in some schools
the infant departments fall short of expectations.

The Languace Arts censises ef a wide range
activitiest readino, chats, recit tion, story-telling,
opelling, writing end - element vrammar. These
activities are discussed briefly 'be

READINGIN THE.INFANT SCHOOL'

As the textbook list indicates the Janet and
John and Happy Venture Readers are the most popular texts
in the infant department. These texts employ the "look
amd- say" approach' to reading. The teacher normally
prepares the sentences to be learnt with her class by
writing new words on the board and getting the class to
repeat them after her. The lesson is then read to the
class from'the-text phrase by phrase, and the class
repeats it. Sometimes the_Wholo of'ithe, lesson is written
on the board and taught to the ohi/dren. The next dey
the children are examined individually. Those who-read
faultlessly move on to the-next section-while those who
falter over words in the section have to repeat the lesson.

1
3
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The reading of the children is on the whole
expres ionless and disjointed. The main concern seems
to be with reading each word correctly, rather than
making sense ot the story. If the child pronounces all
the words correctly he will pass; if not, he will have
to repeat it the next day. This unsatisfactory type of
reading cannot be blamed solely on the child, for very
often the lesson is taught by the teacher calling each
word separately and having the class repeat it before
proceeding to the next.

This word by word teaching, with its emphasis
on the proper pronunciation of each item, results in
the selection of citation forms of certain words (e.g.
the and a) , in preference to the more suitable forms of
continuous speech and conveys to the child the impression
that the recognition of individual words, rather than
the sense of the passage, is all important.

The "look and say" method in reading needs to be
complemented by organised phonic work. Yet little phonic
work is done. Indeed, it is the opinion of many of the
teachers in the middle and upper school that the poor
reading ability of pupils is due to the complete
ignorance of the phonic method. In some schools, phoilic
word lists were on display in the classrooms but it was
discovered that these were often used as s elling lists
only, with no attempt to associate sound with symbol in
the children's minds.

n some schools the wall pictures that accompany
the textbooks are used by the teachers and good use is
also made .of flash cards and sentence strips.-

PRIVATE READING

Few schools have class libraries and suitable
books for infants are very ,scarce. In only one school
was there a reasonable selection of infaUt reading-
material. A period is sot aside for private reading and
there ,are sufficient books for each child to have his
own, book to road. Children here Taere quite enthusiastic
about reading and looked forward to this period eagerly.

CHATS-

The need ,to give infants an opportunity to chat
about-the things that take place Around them, is
recognised in all the schools. Every morning ,session
includes a period for-chats when,individuals,tell the
class about their experiences. The child is given the
opportLnity to express himseif freely on a subject of



his own choice and of which he has first-hand knowledge.
Apart altogether from aspects of personality development
that this activity affords, its potential for langliage
development is.enorMous. Yet it must be admitted that
in practice this activity achieves little of what it
promises. Teachers are unable to get chilc-ren enthused
about their every day lives or to overcome their shyness
sufficiently, to speak freely about the things they.like.
In most caaes the teacher has to pry almost inaudible',
one word answers out of unwilling conscripts and even .

when, with snapping fingera, the-odd enthusiat demands
a chance to be heard, his contribution is little more
than a badly constructed phrase. It is left to the
teacher to make something out of these meacre offerings
and she does so by expanding the monosyllables into an
indirect statement which she tells the class, ISushila
said she went for water this morning".

STORY TELLING ALIO. -NURSERY RHYMES.

Where "chats" fail, ory-telling and nursery
rhymes succeed. Children seem to be quite willing to
repeat fairly long sequences that they have learnt by
heart and hands are ever in the air when the teacher
calls for volunteers to recite. Yet the full potential
of this activity is not realised. Rhymes are often
chosen with specific aims in mind. e.g. to explain the
meanings of words like "up", "down°, "in", "away" etc.
and this becomes the main consideration of the teacher.
Ia ailditiou most teachers insist ou clear audible speech
on the part of those reciting and a few even expect the
perfrmance to include the "actions" that the words

Yet one finda that .there is almost no tr4nsfer.
Of the" language structure 'from the rhymes and stortes

r -
learnt to the. Prbductive-language
in some cases one wonders if the.structurea-are eVer
reallY learnt for it seems that the °Ppealte.'13,rePess-q-
that of imposinr3,the 'structures of the vernaCular-on'the
rhyMea and' Stories,.occurs,instead.. In,ohp.sOhool, manY
of th:e:CN:idr9n,i'n,tho,olass'OOninu'ed to:say= a7gay,Aobin
run," :aithongh: the pest tenSe. " ran? was- repeatedlY1_,
str*OSsea bir the teaCher= and rhyined with "can!' .441 1,hp

r_r,
Writing in_the infant'department is XargelY, a

matter, of_ handuiriting:practice rin-Whi:ch the cless_copies
words or ,se'ntencesfrom the board'and-as lu-Ch does not
concern this-investigation-.

_

/There
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There are schools, however, where statements
elicited from the pupils are written on the blackboard.
These are then read by the class aad later written in
their copybooks. In one school the teacher does get
the class to produce a "story" which is written on the
blackboard. After this is read and illustrated, it Is
copied by the class. The teacher herself writes the
story on a sheet of bristol board and it is used, along
with Others similarly produced, for supplem ntary class
reading.

TEACHER MADE MATERIALS

The infant departments in most schools can be
eapily recognised by the number of wall charts on
display. Some of these are the readiampi charts that
accompany the reading schemes but many of them are
produced by the teachers themselves. While the value
of wall charts cannot be denied, one would wish on
occasions that the teachers display greater imagination
and awareness of the pupils' environmant in the selection
of pictures. Large glossy coloured pictures of expen-
sively draped and carpeted living rooms complete with
fire place appear on the walls of a poor rural school
with the label "my home" attached to it. Similarly
irrelevant illustrations appear in the charts that show
"the food we eat" and "our family"

There is no doubt that some of these pictures
are beautiful and attractive but the matter is so
foreign that the child cannot identify with them and such
impact as it has on the child is of the wrong kind.
Charts designed and painted by the teachers thehselves
to fulfil a particular need would be far more effective
and, whatever they lose by way of artistic value, would
be more than compensated for by their relevance and
immediate impact.

BIG' SCHOOL

The main difference between 'the infant depart-
ment and the "big" school seems te, lie more in the
attitudes of the teachers than in anything else. The

7

chilC Who is prometed to Std. I is considered to have
grown out of his infancy completely. He should no
longer think like an infant*, he must put away thethings
0Z infancy. And among the 'things of infancy that-the
school Puts away for him are the individual-attention
formerly given him by 'Ilsiteacher and the,famillar
charts, aids,and methods that:stimulated and sustained
his mental development before. In their place the_ ,

system substitutes the tamarind rod.

As
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4s far as Language Arts ip concerned, the main
difference-seems to lie in the shift of emphasis from
oral work to written work. Where oral:work s attempted,
as in reading, the teacher pays mere attention to the
progress of.the.clas-s-as a whole than to- the difficulties
of the individual. One teacher explainel that "the
child has now.got to learn to read with the rest of the
class and not by himself alone".

READING

The great st problem that faces the Std. I child
arises out of the fact that there is no properly graded
reading scheme La use in the schools. The Readers most
used in the infant department are the Janet and John and
the Happy Venture Readers, the overwhelming favourite in
Standards.I-V, the West Indian Readers.

It is difficult to conceive how this situation
came into being or how it has existed for so rong. The
West Indian Readers, written over forty years ago, employ
the phonic approach to reading. Primers I and 2 and the
Introductory provided the basic phonic rules which, it
was expected, the child could use to read later books.
When the "look and say" series replaced the West Indian
Readers in the infant department nothing was introduced
to bridge the gap between the two types of Readers.
There is no element of continuity at all between these
eries of Readers. In the infant teries the books are

heavily illustrated, the vocabulary is carefully graded.
The material however, is selected with a view to catch-
ing the interest of the English child. The West Indian
Readers pay scant regard to vocabulary selection. Over
a score of new words are introduced in the first lesson.
Illustrations are oomParatively few and decidedly dull.
The material seems to have been selected with the strict
and uncompromising grandfather's view of what is.good
for the child rather than what is appealing to him. The
great wonder is not that so many lose interest in reading

.but that there are sev=e who do not. It might be mentioned
that:work on the compJ,ete rewriting of the West Indian
Readers hes begun and that the first books in the series
are .already on the market.

In thrpe;schools only, there was an .adjustment
_glass fer children .whe could-not measure up to,,the,work-o

of sitcl. I. In another, where there was no adjUStment.
6lasS as such.,:thesiowerreaders.:Centinued to' reed from
the-Janet and John or Hap y n urp Ve t e B ok .4 In all othep .
scheoll, regardless of their reading..competence, childe- _

ren Were immediately confronted-with the_task of master-
ing the West Indian Readers.
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In most schools the task of teaching the class
a new lesson takes between one and two weeks. Even
then teachers admit that all the children do not know
it. But the wheels of progress cannot be helc. back and
the class as a whole proceeds to the next lesson. In
spite of the obvious difficulties that the pupils
encounter, teachers all acclaim the virtues of the texts
and lay the blame for their difficulties and failures in
teaching reading on the pupils, not the books.

The method of teaching reading is almost
universally the same. First, the difficult words in the
passage are written on the board. The children are then
taught to read them. The passage is then read by the
teacher who explains difficulties in the text as he goes
along. The children at this time follow the reading
silently in their books. The class next reads in chorus
then in smaller groups. The section is set for homework.
The next day the reading is examined. Small groups
(usually the children in one or two desks at a time)
called upon to read small sections. If the reading is
good the next group is asked to continue. The teacher
is able to detect individuals who are obviously unable
to read all the words in the section examined. Those
who do not know the lesson are reprimanded. The group
reading method has resulted in most schools in a
stacatto word hy word type of reading which in no way
indicates that the children understand what is being
read. The class "passes" a lesson when the teacher is
satisfied that the words in the lesson' can be recognised
and called by the majority of the child en.

.ft must be stated that te chers on the whole
recegnise the problem but seem to be powerless to rem
it. In a few dases teachers have tried *to vary the
reading texts and one teacher actually uses the "Ninefolk tales" as the basic reader in his claSs. But even
when this is done the metheds employed are'the same as
described before.

eading problem reveals itself in other areas
in, the school syllabus where the class is given' printed
material on the asSumption that it can be read./ Teachers
gree that often a child's poor performance in Arithmetic
is attributable more to his lack of comprehension than to_
any deficiency in his computational skills. In the
"ComPrehension" pe`riod, Many teachers have first to teach
the class to read the passage -set for comprehension b-eford
allowihg them to priaceed with the questions (which
incidentally theY have' to he taught to read as well) .

ufficient



Sufficient has be n written here to indicate
that th.L. reading problem and (all its attendant problems
is a critical one. One can no longer afford to close
one's eyes to it or try to lay the blame on any single
factor. Clearly the true solution can only lie in
remedying several

Teaching,m thods have to be developed
which will be effective in our
linguistic situation as well as-inou
school environmentv

(ii) Textbooks must be produced which take
account of the linguistic problems of
the children as well as their cult

ading matte in theThe whole range of
schools (textbooks in Geography, History,
Literature, Arithmetic) will have to be_ _

revised as well, so that the child's
progress in any field is not hindered by
factors which have nothing to do with
his ability in that field.

LIBRARIES

On the whole, Soho l libraries are hopelesslY
inadequate. They cOntain few boeks that children might
find interesting and a collection of foreign -textbooks.
In one school there is a reading room (one of_the class-
rooms)' where children are encouraged to read. The room
is quite well used. Children come to school early and
stay in at lunehtime to -read, but trhe selectión-of,books
is very small and it is feared that if the stock is not
increased 'quickly, interest will flag. -"

Some schools try-to'provide class libraries.
Children.are,at liberty_-to take-a-book fro0 the book
shelves and read-whenever they- have_finished the work
assignea to_the clas-s_.' :The libraryvan:visits some-of_
the schools and-where -this.is donechildren are
enceuraged to'bake advantage of the service.

In th_e_abSence_ef An_adequate supply_pfrbooks
in schOols-andlin the-,light of-the-experience of -some__
Principaia -that_theft:and_vandalism:Makesthe'proviSibn
of 'adequate_libraries:,a decided-=,risk-o_there seelfarto, be =

room for--greater cellaboration_between-thelibrary.
_

servides and:the schoels. _lperhaPS a sisteM can be_
worked-Out-whereby the schoOl -(not individual I3UpilS)


